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ZOOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY changed in character with the first issue of volume 3. Papers were being
held up due to the difficulty to put together issues of 32 pages or more. It was therefore decided to
publish each e‐paper separately within a continuing plan for volumes comprising 160 or more pages. In
the event just five papers were required to pass the 160 page target and volume 3 was completed in just
14 months. In this volume no Notes section appeared.
The primary object of publication is the dissemination of reports on investigations into the
bibliography of zoology, especially those relating to the dating of publications and to questions of
authorship. It is evident that where authors published related papers during the period of publication
of a major part work there is a possibility that some new names may first appear in a related paper with
the name appearing in the part work at a later date. The article dealing with the “Voyage de la Coquille”
with text by Lesson and Garnot, addressed in article 5, demonstrates how complex such issues can
become as not only were related papers a concern but also all the plates appeared before the text and so
many new names first appeared in plate captions with issues arising regarding the authorship of names
in plate captions. A broadly similar, and probably just as long, paper is in preparation on the subject of
Alcide d’Orbigny’s “Voyage dans l’Amérique méridionale”. We will also consider publishing articles that
relate to the identification of a First Reviser in a context where two publications were or are in
competition for precedence. All Zoologicial Bibliography papers are registered in ZooBank and the key
words must draw attention to any nomenclatural acts.
All papers are sent for peer‐review.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR AUTHORS
Authors wishing to publish in this journal are invited to use the Aves Press website to reach the editor
with an outline proposal giving the title, authors, draft abstract, expected page requirements and needs
for illustration, on a single page if possible. If the subject is not obviously connected to zoological
bibliography then the proposal should explain the relevance. This journal does not carry original
descriptions of taxa that are being newly proposed; by contrast proposals of nomina nova and most other
nomenclatural acts will be welcome, e‐publication combined with ZooBank registration and archiving
by the British Library helps ensure the requirements of the International Code of Zoological
Nomenclature are met.
The single spaced manuscript should be submitted by e‐mail as a Word ® document or in RTF
format. Even short papers should include an abstract and keywords (max. 8). Subheadings in bold type
are encouraged. Footnotes are permitted; end notes are not. Use automatic footnote numbering page by
page.
References: should not be abbreviated; pagination should be given in expanded form (e.g. not x, 500
but i‐x, 1‐500); italics should be used for book titles but not volume numbers, when citing periodicals
use italics for the journal name not the article title. See examples below for detailed formatting:
International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature, 1999. International Code of Zoological
Nomenclature. 4th edition. i‐xxix, 1‐306. – International Trust for Zoological Nomenclature, London.
Salvin, O., 1892. Catalogue of the Birds in the British Museum. XVI. Catalogue of the Picariæ in the collection of
the British Museum (part). Upupæ and Trochili: i‐xiii, 1‐433. – Trustees of the British Museum (Nat.
Hist.), London.
Schuchmann, K. L., 1999. Damophila julie (p. 587). In: del Hoyo, J., A. Elliott & J. Sargatal, eds. Handbook
of the birds of the world. Vol. 5. Barn‐owls to Hummingbirds. – Lynx Edicions, Barcelona.
Zimmer, J. T., 1953. Studies of Peruvian Birds. No. 63. The hummingbird genera Oreonympha, Schistes,
Heliothryx, Loddigesia, Heliomaster, Rhodopsis, Thaumastura, Calliphlox, Myrtis, Acestrura. – American
Museum Novitates, 1604: 1‐26.
Sherborn, C. D. & B. B. Woodward, 1906. On the dates of publication of the Natural History Portions of
the ʹEncylopedie Méthodiqueʹ. – Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 17: 577‐582.
Pacheco, J. F., et al., 1996. A new genus and species of Furnariid (Aves : Furnariidae) from the cocoa‐
growing region of southeastern Bahia, Brazil. – Wilson Bulletin, 108(3): 397‐433.
Scientific names: must comply with the requirements of the ICZN; original spellings should have been
researched and used, with gender agreement addressed where necessary. Use of a spelling that is not
the original spelling (where appropriate amended as required by the Code) should in each instance be
explained in a footnote. Changes to an original spelling mandated by Article 32.5 of the Code (ICZN,
1999) should be retained. It will be appreciated if an emendation or an Incorrect Subsequent Spelling
(Art. 33) is deliberately used that this be footnoted and explained.
Dates: where month‐dates or day‐dates are used the format should be day, month, year, except in
quotations, unless good cause can be shown for departing from the house style. In cases where both a
correct publication date and an imprint date must be given please consult the Editor.
Tables: should be within gridlines (which may or may not be reproduced). If such tables are to be
inserted in the text the preferred position for each of them should be clearly indicated. Tables longer
than 100 mm should be supplied as a separate file (Word ® or Excel ®) not embedded in the text.
Author’s Address: this is to appear at the end of the article; the mention of an e‐mail address is not
mandatory.
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